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ABSTRACT

Research in Mining Software Repositories (MSR) is research involving human subjects, as the repositories usually contain data about developers’ interactions with the repositories. Therefore, any research in the area needs to consider the ethics implications of the intended activity before starting. This paper presents a discussion of the ethics implications of MSR research, using the mining challenges from the years 2010 to 2019 as a case study to identify the kinds of data used. It highlights problems that one may encounter in creating such datasets, and discusses ethics challenges that may be encountered when using existing datasets, based on a contemporary research ethics framework. We suggest that the MSR community should increase awareness of ethics issues by openly discussing ethics considerations in published articles.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There have been a large number of papers that mine data contained in software repositories. A repository contains considerable information about the author of code as a by-product of their interaction with it, and with their collaborators. In studying this data, the researcher is in effect directly or indirectly studying the person through their data. Oezbek [51] identified that open-source software research (including data mining) involves humans as participants, collaborators, or data sources and thus requires ethics review.

Much research focuses on open-source software repositories and it is widely believed that, as the software is published open-source, no ethics issues will arise (similar to studying published literature). However, there is a difference between the publication of source code (by intentionally applying a licence to the code itself) and the incidental public availability of other data (the repository) that typically lacks such a manifest act of publication. Licences that are FSF or OSI-compliant permit freedom to study [38] or do not restrict the purpose of use [56] and therefore can offer a good ethics defence for studying the code without the need for further ethics review. As repository data is not typically licensed like this, repository-focused studies are therefore far more likely to raise ethics issues than code-focused studies.

Where the potential for ethical issues is identified, compliance with legal frameworks like the GDPR [77] or the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 (CCPA) [21] may be cited as sufficient. Although law and ethics are linked, they are not necessarily the same thing (Hand [43] characterises ethics as guiding what a person should do, and the law as what they must do). Legal compliance is often considered within ethics (and it is worth noting that there are potential implications of the GDPR for activities that may be considered as profiling developers [79]) but is not necessarily sufficient to achieve ethical safety.

Ethical practice changes in response to societal concerns, technological advances and new ethics theory. Thus practices that were once considered ethical may no longer be so (and vice versa). As ethics theory evolves (for example, data ethics has only emerged as a discrete branch of ethics in recent years [20]) so should ethics and research practice. It is therefore important to periodically look afresh at a research area to consider its current ethical situation (a point also made by Hand about data ethics in general [43]). There are examples of past practices being revisited: email addresses were removed from the GHTorrent data dump in March 2016 [9] and age information was removed from Stack Overflow’s public data as part of an audit for the GDPR [22].

It is only recently that MSR researchers have become more aware that repository mining can raise ethics issues (for example, the “Ethical MSR” Discussion Session at the MSR conference 2019 demonstrated both the interest and the potential limits to awareness and training within the community). Indeed as a broader field, Information and Communication Technology Research (ICTR) as a whole is still coming to understand the breadth of ethical issues that it may need to address (see the Menlo Report [28]); Hand describes this as a qualitative change from a focus largely on technical matters [43]. There are some signs that this change is taking place, e.g. Stahl et al. [73] found several papers concerned with Internet-based research in their survey of ethics in computing. They
identified a range of questions that these papers raise including issues of consent, data ownership, method replication, recruitment, respect for privacy, the difficulty of delineating public and private spaces, and data anonymisation. Interestingly some of these issues were also earlier highlighted by Berry [18], suggesting resolution of the ethical matters involved is not straightforward. Research guidance like the Menlo Report [28] was published less than eight years ago, the GDPR came into force in May 2018, and the California Consumer Privacy Act only came into force in January 2020. One must thus be realistic in considering previous work (evaluating it only against the well-understood ethical standards of its time) but also forward-looking in seeking opportunities to improve research practice in future.

In this paper, we explore some ethical issues that may arise in the future study of software repositories in the light of recently-published ethical and legal frameworks, and grounded in the kinds of data that have been used previously for MSR research.

N.B. At the outset, we want to establish clearly that our intention in this paper is to promote and support the development of ever-improving ethical research in future. Thus our arguments and analysis herein are not intended in any way as criticism of other authors, and for that reason we have avoided attempting to retroactively analyse ethics issues that might have arisen during the course of previous research. Where we have discussed issues that may in future arise in respect of the types of data used by MSR challenges, our references to the previous challenge descriptions are again, intended only to ground our identification of the types of data used by the community, not to indicate that such issues should have been discussed at the time those challenges were set (see discussion above about the changing nature of ethics). It is also worth noting that the MSR community is not unique in using these kinds of data and thus the points we raise relate to all such research. As we note elsewhere in the paper, our assumption is that all ethics issues considered relevant at the time of prior research were addressed satisfactorily in the context of the time and individual researchers’ institutional and national requirements.

The first step in considering how ethics issues may arise in repository studies is to identify an appropriate ethics framework to apply, e.g. BPS [75, 76], BERA2018 [19], RESPECT [26], the Menlo Report [28], and the Association of Internet Researchers guidelines [47]. To some extent, the choice is affected by the specific nature of the research problem to be addressed (e.g. some studies might be best characterised as digital social science, or internet-mediated social research).

In this paper we have adopted the Menlo Report framework as the lens through which to examine ethics issues. It is specific enough to ICT research to be useful, yet broad enough to encompass a wide range of research questions and activities (for example, see the Companion Report for a range of applications [29]).

As MSR research is very diverse, the MSR mining challenges of the past years are used as a case study to help identify in concrete terms the data used in the field. For each of the underlying data sets, we identify the ethics issues that may need to be considered in creating and/or using them (or similar datasets) in future work. Moreover, we also survey the published papers in the Mining Challenge Track to identify any ethics issues that were previously raised.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section discusses the framework of the Menlo Report and how it is applied to MSR research. Section 3 analyses the data sets of the mining challenges and their specific ethics issues. Section 4 discusses our observations and recommendations. Sections on threats to our research, related work, and conclusions follow.

2 USING THE MENLO REPORT FOR MSR RESEARCH

The Menlo Report [28] proposes a framework for ethics guidelines for Information and Communication Technology Research (ICTR), based on the principles of the 1979 Belmont Report [49]. It is a framework that can be used for any ICT research and addresses ethics issues that typically arise in MSR research.

The Menlo Report sets out four principles for the consideration of ethics, three from the Belmont Report [49] and the fourth added for the evolving nature of the legal contexts of privacy, and information and systems assurance [28]. A summary of the principles and how they are applied is shown below [28]:

1. **Respect for Persons** (voluntary participation following informed consent; respecting individuals as autonomous and able to determine their own best interests; respect individuals impacted by, but not the targets of, research; protect those with limited autonomy)

2. **Beneficence** (do not harm; maximise benefit; systematically assess risks of harm/benefit)

3. **Justice** (consider each individual equally; fairly distribute research benefits considering need, effort, societal contribution and merit; fairly select subjects; allocate burdens equitably)

4. **Respect for Law and Public Interest** (due diligence; transparency in methods and results; accountability)

The Report proposes a standard method to operationalise the principles: **Identification of stakeholders and informed consent; balancing risks and benefits; fairness and equity; and compliance, transparency and accountability**. We now examine these stages in the MSR context. Since informed consent is a significant area, we have separated this from the identification of stakeholders.

### 2.1 Identification of Stakeholders

The Menlo Report identifies potential stakeholders as: ICT Researchers; Human Subjects; Non-subjects, and ICT Users; Malicious Actors; Network/Platform Owners and Providers; Government (Law Enforcement and Non-Law Enforcement); and Society. For MSR research, the most relevant are likely to be ICT researchers, and human subjects, non-subjects, and users. The range of human subjects may be wide but would typically be those who contribute to a repository. There may also be users who post bug reports and people who are not part of the core team but appear in the repository data. Those impacted by the research but not part of it may include the repository hosting site who may wish to be consulted before agreeing to the use of their users’ data for research, and the organisations for which contributors work (e.g. if the research aimed to characterise the relative contributions of developers and observed that one organisation contributed less than others in contradiction to that organisation’s marketing).
Malicious actors also cannot be ignored for MSR research. For example, MSR research can uncover security vulnerabilities which could be exploited (requiring to follow responsible disclosure principles), or MSR research on developer behaviour could accidentally uncover malicious behaviour by a developer.

2.2 Informed Consent

Informed consent falls within the Menlo principle of Respect for Persons. In particular, are developers “participating” voluntarily (via their code/repository records) and did they give informed (active) consent? Does the research respect their autonomy? Does the research respect those impacted by it but not part of it (i.e. people other than the authors)? Does the research protect those with limited autonomy?

Informed consent in internet-based research is a complex area in general. Social media research shows that people do not always read or understand terms and conditions and may not understand the public nature of the information they post [17, 74] (in an MSR context this may involve forums, issue trackers, and/or repository commits). The expectation of participants may be at variance with the intended use of the data by researchers. It is likely that those involved in open-source software development have a greater awareness of the public nature of what they are doing than non-specialist users of social media sites, but that cannot be taken as de-facto agreement to research participation: it was not the purpose for which the data was provided. Contributors may be happy to provide code and work with other developers but not happy to have their activity reviewed or commented on by researchers, at least not without having an opportunity to assess for themselves the risks and benefits in advance. This is different to the code-study situation where a developer’s application of a licence offsets some of the ethics concerns. To appropriate contributors’ activity data in this way could be considered an affront to their autonomy.

Terms and conditions are not always a panacea in this case either as various problems arise: difficulty in determining who to approach for consent [18], the need to actively consent rather than passively agree terms without reading them [43], the assumed adequacy of terms and conditions to cover ethics conditions for studies and the problem of relying on such terms as an ethics defence [17], and finally, the changing participation in open-source developer communities meaning that it may not be possible to seek consent from individuals [51].

2.3 Balancing Risks and Benefits

It is important to establish potential contributions and threats before starting research so that they can be balanced. Research can only have benefits if its results can be trusted and if there is value in them. Current practices address this in a post-hoc fashion: Papers usually highlight their scientific contributions (value) and discuss threats to validity (trust). Moreover, peer review ensures a higher level of trust in the outcomes. Traditionally, threats to validity focus on matters relating the value of the enquiry to things that might confound the results, not the risks to those involved in the enquiry itself. Introducing ethics reasoning adds an additional dimension: risks (threats) to those involved in the research directly and indirectly. Research that tilts too far towards risk may undermine its otherwise valuable contribution because of the harm that could result. For example, if one desired to research a community repository involved in building open-source malware, executing that malware as part of the study might be highly risky to many people.

MSR-type research (in common with other parts of data science) is often done with a mindset of “here is a dataset, let’s see what we can find”. This is risky because the same data can be used in many ways, some safe, some risky to the participants.

The need for ethical use of repository data (including source code and repositories themselves) is succinctly captured in the ethics policies of the Software Heritage Archive Ethical Charter [71] where to use the archive requires a consideration of the potential harms, the protection of personal data, and taking care of derived data and results. This extends to its policy on mirrored copies [70] and load management on its own server (disallowing massive-scale data extraction in order to equitably serve its users [72]). As a specific example, it also clearly states that mass-mailing of developers using the information in repositories constitutes misuse of the data.

Areas of potential harm in MSR (and software research generally) may relate to observations and judgements of practices, impacting on the individual’s reputation, e.g. profiles of contribution rates and success, or code quality. Making such claims about individuals may not only damage their or their organisation’s reputation, but may reflect negatively on the researcher making the claims and potentially the researcher’s organisation and funding body.

The conclusions drawn could have consequences for a developer’s ability to participate in future projects and may affect their ability to secure a job [51]. If they are among the increasingly prevalent group of commercially-situated contributing developers, it could have direct and immediate consequences for their current professional life and reputation. Whilst the data for these conclusions is publicly observable, the potential harm arises from the attention drawn to a particular aspect of that data by the research: the act of research creates the risk. Hosting sites often provide this kind of information themselves in the form of metrics (e.g. GitHub [54]) but it is not known whether the ethics implications have been considered.

2.4 Fairness and Equity

This area concerns the potential for societal contribution from the research, the fair selection of subjects, the availability of results, and the equitable treatment of all developers involved in a study. In general, these areas do not raise MSR-specific concerns. Researchers typically articulate the potential scientific and societal benefits of better understanding the properties of software and methods that operate on it in terms of the significance of their work. Results are published and made as widely available as possible.

Fair selection and equitable treatment is somewhat harder to attain however. In research involving people, fair selection is often addressed using random sampling within a population. That can be harder to achieve for code and repository-related research and there is a risk that certain systems and repositories become frequently used and overall, potential harms become concentrated on them, meaning that additional care may be needed in the selection of repositories for study.
2.5 Compliance, Transparency, and Accountability

It should be noted that the authors are not legally trained and discussion of legal matters in this paper should not be construed as, or used as, legal advice.

In the context of ethics compliance, legal matters cannot be ignored, partly given the fourth principle of the Menlo Report framework that emphasises legal compliance [28] and the fact that legal compliance is part of ethical data handling [20]. The laws in force where research is being undertaken may interact (aligning or sometimes conflicting) with ethics management even though the specific requirements for each may be separate.

For example, in data analysis research with non-anonymous data, the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [77] applies to all countries and researchers within the European Union. The GDPR also contains requirements for organisations outside the EU that process EU citizens’ data and it therefore has implications on a potentially global scale (e.g. see the examples cited by Kshetri and Voas [46]). These may affect how researchers acquire and process data, but also how they collaborate with colleagues in other countries. It is worth noting that the GDPR has certain exceptions for scientific research which affect the legality, but which do not affect what is ethical.

“Processing” personal data (a concept that under the GDPR captures a very broad range of activity including acquisition, storage, and analysis through to deletion) requires an appropriate legal basis to be selected to comply with the GDPR. In the context of open-source software, the Linux Foundation GDPR guidance [79] indicates that processing commit data in the context of FLOSS development is likely lawful on the “legitimate interests” basis (although the argument is more nuanced than space reasonably permits here and readers are recommended to read the cited guidance and consult legal counsel where appropriate). Of particular note for researchers using FLOSS data from repositories, the Linux Foundation guidance also notes that “profiling” under the GDPR (e.g. analysing or predicting work performance, reliability, behaviour and so forth) usually requires explicit consent from the person concerned, and that confers rights for them to withdraw that consent at any time [79]. This could have implications for publications based on the data since the publications would no longer be able to refer to the data if consent was withdrawn in the future.

Although significant in impact, the GDPR and the CCPA (and other data protection legislation) are not the only legal frameworks that may apply (Broad et al. [20] also note laws around confidential information and anti-discrimination as applicable to data handling). In the US, the HIPAA legislation [52] requires certain safeguards on medical information. Although these areas may not appear to be immediately connected to research on open source software and repositories, the systems being studied may be impacted by them. Intellectual property law (in particular copyright) is also significant in MSR-related research (although patents may also be relevant and as Broad et al. [20] note, database law). Copyright law is the foundation of open-source code licencing. There are many standard licences used for open source development, e.g. see the lists of those compliant with the FSF and OSI conditions for “free” [37] or “open source” [55] software. Being openly available is not enough, there must be explicit provision of licence and it needs to cover both outbound use and inbound contribution either implicitly or through contributor agreements [53]. However, such licences tend only to apply to the code, not the repository metadata that is often used in MSR research. Repository metadata is in effect covered by contract: the agreement of the user of a repository to abide by the terms and conditions of the hosting site and the repository itself.

Compliance in an ethics context is thus a case of working within the legal frameworks and the terms and conditions applicable to the data being used. This might be seen as a necessary but not necessarily sufficient condition to achieve ethics justification for the work. One potential issue to consider is that publicly available datasets may not be free of ethics issues [81] and it is necessary to assess them before use. For example, datasets created before the GDPR came into force may no longer be GDPR compliant.

Matters of transparency and accountability are perhaps easier to resolve in the MSR research context. Researchers normally identify themselves in their outputs and take responsibility for them, making the methods as transparent as possible. Researchers in commercial settings may need to pay more attention to this area as they may be restricted by commercial constraints in terms of what can be reported and how, and thus may need to seek a greater degree of ethics oversight. The balance between the societal and scientific benefit of research and the potential harms to participants may be harder to demonstrate where the primary beneficiary is the organisation itself rather than the scientific community through open dissemination (Benbunan-Fich [17] discusses this with particular reference to online experiments involving deception). Transparency also applies in the conduct of the research itself, and there are therefore challenges to how researchers should identify themselves to the communities whose data they are researching.

3 ETHICS ISSUES IN MSR MINING

As described in the Introduction, to seek some concrete evidence for our hypothesis that ethics issues have not been widely discussed in MSR research, we undertook a simple analysis of papers (and other sources) published in the years 2010 to 2019 of the MSR mining challenges. In a first step, a keyword search was done to identify papers that were discussing ethics issues. We searched for ethic* as the primary keyword and used the following secondary terms (concepts related to ethics): threat, anon*, privacy, confidential*, and consent. The sources we considered for the keyword search included the MSR Mining Challenge website of each year, the website describing the dataset(s) used in the mining challenge, and the papers explaining the mining challenge and/or the underlying datasets. We analysed the results of the keyword search by checking whether every occurrence of a keyword occurs as part of a discussion on ethics issues or related topics.

In a similar way, we also analysed the 102 papers that were published for the Mining Challenge Track in the years 2010 to 2019. We applied the same approach using a keyword search as before and investigated all occurrences of the keywords for discussions about ethics implications. We also did a similar keyword search but this time using the keyword threats in order to identify the number of papers discussing threats to validity. As discussed in
Section 2.3, discussions of threats to validity belong to the balancing of risks and benefits.

As might be expected given that collective recognition of the breadth of potential ethics issues is only recent, we found some, but not extensive, discussion: one mining challenge discussed ethics issues in some detail, and a few papers discussed the anonymity of the underlying datasets in the research that built on them. Thirty papers contained discussions of threats to validity (perhaps a section of a paper best suited to the discussion of ethics issues). Using the Menlo Report to unpack potential issues for future research thus seems a useful exercise.

Table 1 shows an overview of the mining challenges. The first column shows the year of the dataset and the second column lists the publications we consulted for the dataset information. The next block of six columns show the type of datasets the challenge used. The last two columns show the number of accepted papers for the Mining Challenge Track in the corresponding year and in how many of the papers we could find a “Threats to Validity” discussion.

Instead of discussing the challenges year by year, we focus on the types of data sources used by the mining challenges. We identified six different data sources for the mining challenges:

IDE Events. One challenge uses a dataset that is not extracted from a software repository: The dataset has been created by capturing events inside an IDE.

Version Control Data. Many challenges use data from version control systems, i.e. data from CVS, Subversion, Git, or Mercurial. The challenges use copies of the repositories or aggregate them into new datasets.

Build Logs. Version control systems often use some kind of Continuous Integration (CI) system to automate building the software. If the build results are archived, they can provide data for research into testing and building practices.

Stack Overflow. Stack Overflow provides official dumps of their data and (subsets of) the dumps have been used as challenges directly, or inside a dataset aggregating historic information.

Issue Tracker Data. Some challenges use data extracted from issue tracker systems like Bugzilla.

Mail Archives. One challenge includes mailing list archives. Mailing lists are flexible and can be used for different purposes, e.g. issue tracking, code review, Q&A forums, etc.

We now discuss the different types of datasets listed above and the ethics issues such data may raise in future.

### 3.1 Mining IDE Events

Capturing IDE event data involves human subjects directly and is thus a classic example of empirical software engineering research. Gathering and using this kind of data raises typical ethics issues of consent and privacy among other things, and indeed these are discussed on the KaVE project website (from which the 2018 challenge data was drawn) and the associated PhD thesis [59] that contains a section on privacy in which anonymisation, profiling, informed consent, incentives for participation, and legal issues are considered.

**Identification of Stakeholders and Informed Consent.** As with any experiments with human subjects, informed consent to undertake

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Papers</th>
<th>Version Control Data/Metadata</th>
<th>Issue Tracker Data</th>
<th>Mail Archives</th>
<th>Stack Overflow</th>
<th>Travis Logs</th>
<th>IDE Events</th>
<th>Published Papers</th>
<th>Threats to Validity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>[44, 45]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[64, 65]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>[66, 67]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[13, 41]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[87]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[30–32, 50]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>[15, 16, 80]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>[58–61]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>[7, 8, 10–12, 27]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Mining Version Control Data

Data generated from Version Control Systems like CVS, Subversion, Git, or Mercurial is the typical data mined in MSR-type research, either as a direct copy, or in the form of interaction metadata, and/or in combination with other datasets.

Identification of Stakeholders and Informed Consent. Obtaining consent from users of version control system is usually difficult to impossible (as discussed above). One alternative may be to seek consent from the organisations providing the repositories. Some organisations have general terms and conditions that license the data shared with them, which usually includes any data contained in their repositories. For example, the Eclipse Foundation requires users to agree that any stored or shared information will be subject to a (very much nonrestrictive) CC0 1.0 Creative Commons [23] license. Whilst the data may be licensed, there may still be specific risks raised by particular research that requires informed consent from each potential participant. If consent cannot be practically obtained, one may have to consider seeking a consent waiver from the appropriate IRB/REC in each circumstance and with appropriate justification (see the Menlo Report [28, pp10–11]). This would likely require an argument to be put forward on the basis of the content and clarity of the terms and conditions signed up to by developers, their likely expectations of how their data would be used, and the potential harms in using it without their explicit consent. In particular, it is important for researchers to consider how such an argument would be sustained in future if a developer removed their information from a repository, leaving just the software behind: if the presence of the data “in public” is a key aspect of the consent-waiver argument, once that data is no longer public, will the argument still hold?

Balancing Risks and Benefits. Any research using metadata from version control systems needs to consider the risks to their users. Datasets aggregating metadata create an increased risk to the users as they usually aggregate or link users of different repositories so that they are represented by unique user objects. The aggregation of users over large amounts of data would allow profiling, i.e. the automated processing of personal data to evaluate certain things about an individual.

Anonymisation of such data is almost impossible to achieve as reidentification of the data is almost always possible through the code changes themselves. However, anonymisation and pseudonymisation should still be used to lower the risk for the developers and the researchers. That such ethics concerns are important can be seen in the reports of legal and privacy concerns raised in respect of the GHTorrent dataset leading to email addresses being removed from the data dump in March 2016 [9].

Fairness and Equity. Inequitable selection of subjects is unlikely as the metadata contained in build logs or repositories does not usually include sensitive information like gender or religion.

Compliance, Transparency and Accountability. The usage of repositories as provided by organisations is regulated by their terms and conditions. Usually, such terms and conditions are not specifically crafted for the use of the repositories and their metadata for purposes other than as software development. It is therefore necessary to carefully consider the terms and conditions under which the software contained in the repositories is provided and the terms and conditions for the data provided by the organisations’ websites. For example, Eclipse repository content is subject to the Eclipse Foundation Software User Agreement [33], but the repositories themselves are subject to the Eclipse.org Terms of Use [34].

3.3 Mining Build Logs

Build logs typically contain detailed data about the result of a build and the commit for which the build was triggered.

Identification of Stakeholders and Informed Consent. While the build logs themselves do not usually contain identifiable information, they are linked to specific commits, which, as discussed above should be considered potentially identifiable information. Therefore, the same considerations for Mining Version Control Data apply here in terms of ethics, and arguments around consent may need to rely on the clarity and comprehensiveness of those terms (for example, Travis CI has a detailed privacy policy [83]).

Balancing Risks and Benefits. The risks in this type of data largely resolve around the difficulty of anonymisation since commit-ids can be resolved to committers and their personal data. Analysing build trends can reveal negative characteristics and when linked to individuals or projects could damage their reputation.

Fairness and Equity. Inequitable selection of subjects is unlikely as the metadata contained in build logs or repositories does not usually include sensitive information like gender or religion.

Compliance, Transparency and Accountability. The creation and use of build log data will not only have to consider compliance, transparency and accountability for accessing and using the logs, but also for the repositories for which the builds have been created.

3.4 Mining Stack Overflow

Stack Overflow is the go-to Q&A website for programmers. Stack Exchange (the organisation behind) provides official dumps of the Stack Overflow data. Using the Stack Overflow data in research raises similar ethics considerations to research in other areas using secondary data from websites.

Identification of Stakeholders and Informed Consent. When users register with Stack Overflow, they are referred to the Terms of Service, which explicitly states that by registering one agrees to make all content available under CC-BY-SA Creative Commons license terms, including regular dumps of the content, now called “Creative Commons Data Dump”. Consent to the creation and sharing of the dataset has therefore been given, but this does not necessarily imply that informed consent has been given to any and all research using the dataset as there may be particular risks that require explicit consent. The clear and explicit licence does give strong support to an ethical defence for data use in general.

Balancing Risks and Benefits. While the creators of the Stack Overflow dump ensured to not accidentally release personally identifying information [4], it is up to the specific researcher using Stack Overflow data to balance risks and benefits. The overall benefit of using the Stack Overflow data for research is evidenced by thousands of research papers based on it. However, there are clear risks to the users posting content on Stack Overflow: While users have the option to not reveal personal data, many users opt to include personal data like their real name, their website, their
location, or their GitHub username in their public profile which makes them identifiable. In particular research that aims at observing and analysing user behaviour of Stack Overflow participants needs to protect users from the risks of revealing behaviour that could negatively affect them (personally or professionally).

One potential ethics consideration should be that the group of Stack Overflow users contains minors and research with minors participating usually requires additional ethics procedures (including additional consent arrangements).

Fairness and Equity. Stack Overflow does not reveal data about gender and race but does contain location data which should not be used to arbitrarily target persons or groups (and depending on the nature of processing, may require additional GDPR-related considerations). Until 2018 the data dump contained the age of the user, which is considered sensitive information and was removed from public data as part of an audit for GDPR [22].

Compliance, Transparency and Accountability. The CC-BY-SA Creative Commons license terms under which Stack Overflow data is made available are favourable to researchers as it makes it easy to comply with them. However, there is a still a risk to violate licenses as Stack Overflow is known to contain code fragments that potentially violate their original license [1, 62].

3.5 Mining Issue Trackers

Data from issue trackers come in various forms, for example, they are aggregated in the Ultimate Debian Database [25] or dumps of issue tracker systems like in Eclipse and Netbeans. The Eclipse Foundation and the Netbeans Foundation have previously provided dumps of their issue trackers with personal information such as email addresses or users’ real names removed. Others (Chrome, Firefox) have previously declined to provide a dump of their issue trackers to avoid making security bugs public.

Identification of Stakeholders and Informed Consent. Issue tracker data is usually covered on the terms and conditions or privacy policies. For example, Debian’s Privacy Policy [24] explicitly mentions their bug tracker and states that any information, including names and email addresses as part of email headers will be archived and publicly available. Thus once again, it may be possible to argue to a REC or IRB for waiving the usual informed consent requirements on the basis of the terms and conditions.

Balancing Risks and Benefits. Issue tracker information could be used for profiling users, therefore putting them at risk.

Fairness and Equity. Inequitable selection of subjects is unlikely as the data contained in issue trackers does not usually include sensitive information like gender or religion.

Compliance, Transparency and Accountability. One issue to consider during the analysis of issue tracker data is the disclosure of discovered vulnerabilities. One can usually assume that the organisation behind the issue tracker or the user reporting the vulnerability have followed responsible disclosure procedures. It is different when only the research analysing the tracker data is identifying that a reported issue is actually a vulnerability. The proper responsible disclosure procedures need to be followed in such a case.

3.6 Mining Mailing Lists

Mailing list archives capture the communication between developers and as such contain personal information including email addresses.

Identification of Stakeholders and Informed Consent. The FreeBSD’s Privacy Policy [78] explicitly mentions their mailing lists and states that ”Information submitted in those reports and lists, including your Personally Identifiable Information, is considered public and will be accessible to anyone on the web. ... The FreeBSD Foundation has no control over the use of that information, including your Personally Identifiable Information.” Similar to the discussion before, this could be interpreted as consent to collecting the mailing list archives into a dataset. However, users would not necessarily expect that their mail is used for empirical research and, therefore, research using such data needs to consider whether informed consent needs to be acquired, particularly given the completely free and unstructured nature of email communication.

Balancing Risks and Benefits. The inclusion of personally identifiable information comes with the usual risks. In particular, the unsanitised full email addresses allow intentional or unintentional exploitation of the subjects. Beyond this, users may intentionally or unintentionally disclose other aspects of their views or practices.

Fairness and Equity. Mailing list archives do not usually contain sensitive information like gender or religion explicitly. However, there is a risk that the mailing list archives will capture more ‘social’ discussions which may reveal gender, religion, political interests, etc. and may therefore fall within the realms of ethics consideration and GDPR special category data.

Compliance, Transparency and Accountability. As mailing lists are used for various purposes, one has to consider all issues raised above for the other dataset types. Mailing lists can serve as issue trackers or as Q&A forums (see the discussion on Stack Overflow), and they can even contain the build logs.

3.7 Combining Datasets

The discussion above was focussed on the discussion of ethics considerations for specific dataset sources. However, often datasets are combined into larger datasets.

When combining datasets, ethics considerations apply to each dataset separately, but also again for the combined dataset. Is informed consent necessary for the combination? Do additional risks occur by combining the datasets? Are the licenses and terms of the combined datasets compatible? The combination may change the risk to individuals (e.g. anonymised datasets in combination can lead to re-identification of individuals although if that can happen, the individual datasets may not be considered anonymous in the first place).

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Challenges

Researchers using third-party provided data face a dilemma: Should they trust that the data has been collected for the purpose of their intended use in an ethical way, or do they need to try and verify this for themselves? Not trusting that the data has been collected in an ethical way would prevent its usage, yet completely trusting that
it has been ethically collected may not meet the ethical duties that a researcher must fulfil (in general, or in respect of their institution’s policies). Even assuming that the data has been collected in an ethical way does not mean that the intended research using the provided data does not need to also consider and balance relevant ethics issues. On the contrary, even the use of data that has been collected in an ethical way, including obtaining consent for the use in the challenge or other research requires considerations of ethics issues once again. It is important to distinguish between the data collection and the data usage, as most ethical issues will arise at the usage level. For example, the creation of the CROP dataset [57], a collection of code review data, did not require full review through our institution’s Research Ethics Committee, but using it for profiling reviewers’ productivity would certainly require full review.

Ethical safety is promoted through a consideration (and possibly review) of: the sources of data, the collection methods used, the intended use to which the data will be put, and the way in which it will be presented. Where ethics issues are identified, it is helpful for them to be discussed in papers in order that research communities can identify and improve good practice, provide opportunities for new researchers to learn and understand the norms and expectations of the community as they are understood at that time, and provide transparency about what has been considered. Many conferences and journals are beginning to require an ethics statement as a matter of course when a paper is submitted. Whether such statements should be separate to the main body of a paper or form part of the Threats to Validity is an open issue. We speculate that in the MSR context (or others), page limits may act as a disincentive to including such sections in the face of reporting the primary results of research.

In times when papers are asked to provide their data to allow replication, there is also a significant challenge to the MSR community to find ways to not expose identifiable data in the research artefacts or replication packages. Perhaps a new approach to replicability is needed where systems or repositories are characterised in terms of the properties that make methods replicable, rather than simply offering replication on the same systems. This would be analogous to medical research where new treatments are demonstrated using replication studies across different sets of patients rather than replicating on the same set each time.

Given the widespread ethics issues in MSR research, one has to assume that review through Research Ethics Committees or Boards will often be necessary. The process of preparing an application for review and getting approval from the Research Ethics Committee or Board is time consuming. Given the limited time between the publication of the mining challenge and the submission deadline, one may speculate about many intended submissions could not gain approval with sufficient time left for actually doing the research.

4.2 Potential Solutions

Solutions to reputational risks could lie in maintaining developer privacy through anonymity: treating systems as the personal data of their authors and applying the kinds of techniques required in human participant research to protect identity. The difficulty is that the effect of linking multiple extant data sources means that even if directly identifying information like names is removed, other content can be used to resolve identity [43]. In the social media context, this would be the content of posts; for code research, it could be the code itself (or quotations or graphs [51]). Thus protecting a developer’s identity might require protecting the identity of the systems to which they contributed (so using code excerpts in publications may need to be avoided), creating a tension between the principles of transparency and the protection of participants.

Obtaining consent in the MSR scenario may be difficult because of the etiquette governing the use of repository information. In theory, consent might be sought using the repository records of email addresses on commits or elsewhere, and sending mass email to seek participation. This is ethically problematic for a number of reasons, not least because the email addresses were not supplied for that purpose and to use them without permission in this way would not respect the individuals concerned (the Software Heritage Archive identifies this activity specifically as data misuse [71] and developers are getting annoyed when receiving such emails too often [9]).

Another possibility might include the development of a licence that developers could attach to their profile governing the use of their repository data. Alternatively, the Menlo Report suggests it might make sense to argue for a consent waiver from an oversight body on the grounds of impracticality [28].

Alternative approaches to consent and ethics matters may be found in other areas of internet-mediated research. Tuikka et al. [84] present a recent survey of netnographic research, a method for studying computer-mediated cultures and communities, based on traditional ethnographic methods. As they make clear, ethics questions and practice are still emerging and there is not yet consensus about what approaches (e.g. to consent, identification, confidentiality, and quotation) may be considered ethically just. Townsend and Wallace [82] define “social media” in the context of their ethics guidance to mean any social online data except email. The discussions in issue/bug trackers (and other related fora) would seem to fall within that definition and therefore guidance from the field of social media research may be relevant (although as Townsend and Wallace [82] note, each context is unique and thus researchers and their oversight body have the responsibility to determine appropriate ethical approaches in response to the challenges posed). Sugiiura et al. [74] survey a range of ethics frameworks and literature relating to research practices online, reporting experiences of undertaking internet forum-based research, particularly the difficulty of obtaining informed consent in such a context.

The fact that this debate remains open would suggest that researchers studying repositories (and associated data like issue lists and discussions) will need to consider a wide range of methodological and disciplinary approaches to their work, justifying these in some depth when working with their oversight bodies.

In the future, it seems wise for the MSR community to not only consider the ethics implications of their datasets and their research, but openly discuss them. While it is common to discuss threats to validity in detail in papers, one should consider to also discuss “Ethics Considerations” in which ethics issues and risks are presented. For example, the Empirical Software Engineering journal already has a policy that authors should include a section on “Compliance with Ethical Standard” [36]. Moreover, the current page
limit for mining challenge papers incentivises authors to not discuss ethics considerations – an incentive to discuss ethics considerations and raise awareness would be allowing such a discussion outside the page limit. Or with the words of Miller and Rosenstein [48]: “A slightly longer article should be a price worth paying for enhanced accountability.”

Moreover, future authors of dataset papers could help future users of those datasets by providing a detailed discussion of ethics considerations in the collection of data and its potential applications in research.

4.3 Reflection
In the spirit of following our own advice, we now discuss the ethics issues we considered in relation to this study. Our assumptions and underlying principles are discussed in the Introduction. Since all the work we studied was in the published literature, analysis of the methods presented in the papers is within the legitimate norms of scientific methodological critique (and falls outside our institution’s requirement for ethics review). Nonetheless, one must consider that there may be reputational risks to the authors of that work if the conclusions are handled carelessly (as indeed in any discussion of others’ published output). We aimed to manage these risks by focusing the investigation on a keyword-based analysis of the papers themselves (with a degree of subsequent manual checking to ensure keywords were correctly identifying what we sought), thus attempting to avoid the imputation of ethics consideration (or lack of consideration) to the authors. The investigation is objective and about the published works (not the authors): it is therefore an investigation of the frequency of discussion of ethics issues in the published literature.

The main risk of the analysis would be the discovery of “unethical” behaviour. Since ethics consideration is usually a process of finding balance between benefit and risk, finding truly unethical behaviour was unlikely since we assume that the potential research outcomes were weighed against such risks and the necessary discussions and processes to gain approval for the intended research followed. Thus an absence of discussion does not equate to an absence of ethics consideration: it is simply an absence of discussion.

Whilst one would not normally comment on changes made in readiness for a camera-ready manuscript, in the context of a discussion of ethical practices and in the interests of full transparency, it may be of interest to note that it was helpfully indicated to us during the review process that our original manuscript could be read as blaming previous authors for a failure to consider ethics, something that was never our intention and that we had tried (but clearly not succeeded) to avoid in our writing. This demonstrates that even ethically-aware research can be difficult to get right, that peer review is an important part of encouraging good ethical practice in the research community, and that presentational matters are of equal importance to those concerned with undertaking research itself. We are grateful for the helpful points made in the review process, have taken steps to prepare the camera-ready manuscript with this issue particularly in mind, and hope that we have now succeeded in positioning our work as we originally intended.

5 THREATS
5.1 Threats to Validity
As our investigation of the extent of published ethics discussion only considered datasets that have been used in the mining challenges from 2010 to 2019, our analysis and discussion cannot necessarily be generalised to all datasets, or MSR research using other datasets. Each type of dataset requires its own specific ethics considerations. However, we observed recurring patterns that can be considered for other datasets or research in MSR.

Our observation of the absence of discussion of ethics considerations is based on what has been reported in the papers or other resources discussing the datasets. It is possible that papers or other resources containing discussions of ethics considerations have been missed, or that our keyword range was insufficiently broad to identify them. Moreover, the lack of discussion cannot be used as evidence for a lack of ethics considerations. Instead, it could perhaps suggest that either there were no relevant issues to consider at the time, or that the lack of space led to the omission of the discussion of ethics considerations that occurred in the process of the presented research.

Any discussion on website content or terms and conditions etc. is based on the versions as of December 2019. At the time of the mining challenges, the website content or the terms and conditions may have been different as people and organisations became more aware of ethics considerations. Moreover, introduction of new regulations like the GDPR or the CCPA will have caused changes to website content and terms and conditions. Our discussion of ethics issues therefore may have been different if the website content and terms and conditions were used as of the date of the mining challenges.

5.2 Ethics Considerations
As described in the Discussion Section, before starting the above presented research, its ethics implications were considered in detail. Similar to literature reviews, only published literature has been used for research and at no point were the datasets themselves (or any other dataset) used. Risks to the original authors of the studied papers have been identified and considered. One risk is that our study would identify ethics issues that would have prima facie suggested that the previously-published work was unethical (or even unlawful). Given that the studied papers have all been peer-reviewed, this risk has been considered to be very low since the peer-review process reflects the current state of ethical thinking at the time of publication. Another risk is that our study would identify ethics issues that the original authors have not considered and discussing them could have adverse effects on the original authors. We assume that the original authors have considered all the relevant ethics issues applicable at the time to their work and received approval (if necessary according to their local policies) from their resp. Research Ethics Committees or Institutional Review Boards. In addition to the above, we avoided attempting to retrospectively analyse prior work for ethics issues since to use a contemporary lens to view the legitimacy of past work would be inappropriate. As the risk to original authors is low, the legitimate interest in the extent of discussion of ethics considerations in MSR research outweighs this risk.
6 RELATED WORK

Professional codes of ethics (e.g., IEEE-CS/ACM [40], BCS [14], ACM [3]) do not typically address research ethics directly (although the ACM code [3] does so in its illustrative examples). Hand notes that there is no single profession that has responsibility for data science and thus multiple ethics codes can be relevant and contribute in different ways [43]. Ethics has long been an integral part of research in most disciplines, including computing (see Stahl et al. [73]) and software engineering (human studies in particular, see Hall and Flynn [42], Singer and Vinson [69] and Vinson and Singer [86]). However, it can often be seen as relevant only to studies involving face to face contact with people through observation, interview, and survey, and researchers in ICT do not always realize they are engaged in research that falls within the remit of ethics review [28].

At the same time as the 2001 code [40] was developed, the focus turned to ethics issues in empirical software engineering, summarised by a special issue on research ethics for empirical software engineering [68]. In the same issue, Hall and Flynn [42] present survey results collected from 44 Computer Science Departments in UK Universities and highlight a number of issues.

Singer and Vinson [69] discuss ethics issues in empirical studies in software engineering. They reviewed existing codes and abstracted four principles: informed consent, scientific value, beneficence, and confidentiality. These four principles can be, more or less, mapped to the four principles of the Menlo Report and their operationalisation. Most of the presented examples are studies employing human subjects. However, they also discuss issues that arise when analysing source code, which they also discussed in an earlier paper [85]. Vinson and Singer [86] extend their earlier work [69] into a practical guide to ethical research involving humans in software engineering. They discuss ethics issues around the principles of informed consent, scientific value, beneficence, and confidentiality in detail. Moreover, they discuss how to plan for ethics and prepare for review through an Ethics Review Board (i.e. Research Ethics Committee or Board).

This paper only addressed ethics issues that need to be considered when mining open-source software repositories. However, additional issues arise when such research is done on a collaborating company’s data. Andrews and Pradhan [2] discuss ethics issues in such contexts.

El-Emam [35] also raises a series of questions about the ethics implications of analysing open-source software, namely informed consent, minimization of harm and confidentiality. German [39] discusses the analysis of CVS repositories and raises multiple questions about ethics issues in such research, but does not answer them.

Robles et al. [63] present the results of an online survey over 2000 open-source contributors. They also present a case study on linking the survey data with data from software repositories. In this context they discuss how sharing and combining data can lead to ethics and legal issues. They discuss the limits of, and approaches to, anonymisation.

Mining software repositories usually does not require researchers to recruit humans for empirical research. However, sometimes it is necessary to validate results from mining repositories with the resp. developers. Baltes and Diehl [9] discuss ethics issues that arise when contacting developers. They highlight the issue that developers on GitHub are contacted too often and may get annoyed. Moreover, they discuss that email addresses were removed from the GHTorrent data dump in March 2016 due to legal and privacy concerns.

The survey of Badampudi [6] is closely related to our work. The authors have surveyed seven articles that would require informed consent which appeared 2016/17 in the Empirical Software Engineering Journal. Despite the journal’s policy to require a discussion on ethics issues, only two of the seven surveyed articles contained such a discussion.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Software repositories always contain personal information or identifiers that can be mapped to individuals. Given that repositories are usually publicly available, even supposedly anonymised datasets usually contain sufficient information to allow mapping of the anonymised data to individual developers. Therefore, one usually has to assume that research using an MSR dataset can affect human subjects, requiring careful consideration of ethics implications. It is an often occurring misunderstanding that analysis of publicly available data is free from the requirement of ethics consideration. Particular problems in MSR research are the considerations for informed consent, risks to the subjects, and compliance.

We presented an exposition of the ethics issues that could arise in MSR research drawing on a contemporary ICT research ethics framework: the Menlo Report. We identify typical problems and discuss their implications. Anonymisation of repository data is almost impossible to achieve as re-identification of the data is almost always possible through the code changes themselves. However, anonymisation and pseudonymisation should still be used to lower the risk for the developers and the researchers.

In the future, the MSR community should not only continue to consider the ethics implications of their datasets and their research, but openly discuss them. While it is common to discuss threats to validity in detail in papers, one should consider to also discuss “Ethics Consideration” in which ethics issues and risks are presented. One way to achieve this would be to adopt the policy of the Empirical Software Engineering Journal that authors should include a section on “Compliance with Ethical Standard” [36]. Moreover, future authors of datasets and dataset papers could help future users of those datasets by providing a detailed discussion of ethics considerations in the collection of data and its potential applications in research.

The current page limit for mining challenge papers perhaps incentivises authors to not discuss ethics considerations – an incentive to discuss ethics considerations and raise awareness would be allowing such a discussion outside the page limit.
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